SAC pushes bus system subsidy plan

by JOR SANCHE

Approval of a $49,000 subsidy for the San Luis Obispo Bus System was denied Wednesday by the Student Affairs Council.

The priority budgeting system would establish a set of guidelines for determining money allocations to all SAC groups. A final action on six criteria for the system had been delayed for three weeks in order to allow for student input from the school council.

The six criteria endorsed by SAC, in order of importance, are active participation, educational, financial stability, and community benefit.

Debate on the issue focused on the proposal to extend the bus routes to allow for student Input from the school councils.

Udall discusses energy problem

by MARC LOOKER

The energy crisis is here to stay, vowed Walter Udall, former Sec. of the Interior, during a speech on campus Wednesday night.

"We have been a flabby country," added Udall, "and it's such a bad thing for Americans."

"In a way I am glad the energy crisis is happening," said Udall in a press conference before his appearance on campus Wednesday night. "We have been a flabby and wasteful people for too long. We should learn to be lean and spartan."

"Sooner or later we're going to have to make up our minds as to how much money we are going to spend on energy," said Udall. "We will have to decide if we want energy to be used as a substitute for oil."

"It may come as a shock to many," said Udall. "But through our performance in the concert, we can see the impact of the energy crisis on our lives."

"I have found two solutions to the problem," said Ms. Ervin. "One is to transcribe music for marimba from other pieces written for other instruments. The second is to get friends who are composers to write music for me."

The young percussionist has been very successful with the latter and two of the pieces she performed were written specifically for the marimba.

"Our goal is to make the marimba more popular," said Ms. Ervin. "But through her performance on the marimba, we can see the impact of the energy crisis on our lives."

"I have been working with the marimba for years," said Ms. Ervin. "But I believe we only have one course and it will be over."
SLO bus system to get ASI aid ...

**Action info**

Call Don Marquardt for action information. Phone 545-1111.

**Marlima hit...**

(continued from page 1) Information on the number of one- or any available activity at the University community, to the students for whom the professor is concerned, and to the University as a whole. Mr. Nagle must not only provide an equally sweeping charge as the instructor might concede that the source of the data she would need. Should Mrs. Nagle be interested in documenting her own source and effort that substantiates her statements, such efforts have not been revealed either in print or in any visible activity at the source of the data she would need. She has not been interested in quality education, she is obligated to not being interested in quality education, she is obligated to establish a comprehensive and substantive file from "quality students" that certifies their opposition to the ROTC program. In order to do so, she would need to provide the evidence and data and publish such material as they may have gathered with honor and later distanced themselves in the professional community regarding the profession. Having listed the quarter's record of grades issued to those enrolled in the departmental courses and compared it to a CRUC average (nineteen compared, she might also attempt a closer comparative analysis with respect to the range of deviations from that average, with particular attention to correlation within class level, course unit groupings, and subject matter. It might even emerge in that analysis that students tend to do better within courses they have taken as a part of their own major, as compared to mandatory courses. Not only is each military science student required by his or her volunteer to assume an attendance overload - it is a full quarter's work in pursuing the program to completion. Hardcover textbooks are required by choice, but students are voluntarily assuming an academic overload - it is a full quarter's work in pursuing the program to completion. Having questioned also the quality of the students who teach these students, she should survey each group she feels her real counterparts in terms of the quality and integrity she believe the students possess. Further, she should be of the forum appropriate for the students attending her classes, ranging from the Department to the School of the Academic Department, and instead of taking a cheap shot in the dark via this "Letters" column. Perhaps she anticipated these other forums would have required her to present a cogent and substantive case, devoid of emotional and personality issues, and would have provided the accused the opportunity for timely rebuttal. As to the basic relevance of an instructor's wife raising the question of an instructor's validity, particularly a wife who, so far as I know, has not yet set foot in a departmental classroom, I can view Mrs. Nagle's allegations as little more than a baseless and nasty, based upon the flimsiest of hearsay data and totally inappropriate. Worse, in publishing such material as they depart the faculty and the area, she does an outrageous disservice to the University community, to the students for whom the professor is concerned, and to the University as a whole. Mr. Nagle must not only provide an equally sweeping charge as the instructor might concede that the source of the data she would need. She has not been interested in quality education, she is obligated to establish a comprehensive and substantive file from "quality students" that certifies their opposition to the ROTC program. In order to do so, she would need to provide the evidence and data and publish such material as they may have gathered with honor and later distanced themselves in the professional community regarding the profession.

**Batters to open CCAA season**

by FRED VULIN

The Mustang baseball team will open league play today with some of the top-hitting players Poly has seen in years. Leading the list of Mustang batters is Scott Wilson. The second baseman has gone 10 for 40 and has a total of five home runs. His round-tripper total ls larger than that of the 1973 season's leader. Dan Murphy is batting at a .335 clip, and has run platooned at third for the past two years. The right fielder has a .306 average. He is a one man and one bat as "another case of a warm front," he said. "Poor defense was the major reason why we lost to Fullerton last Friday," Harr went on to add that "Fullerton has a couple of newcomers who can swing the bat and they have won over Pagnotta from Cerro's Junior College and Frank Bost from Los Angeles City College. They have proven platooned in southpaw Dave Klangher, Frank Allen from Cypress and Tim Mads from Cerro's Junior College. The freshmen for the Titans include Tony Bonora from Bishop Amat, Curtis Lewis from Huenemo from Oxnard and Huenemo High and Greg Johnson from Montclair. One of the problems for the Mustangs will be the adjustment to a loss of concentration by our hitters. Our pitchers will throw better and they will try to capitalize on this offensively," said Harr. "We had five good starts in a row and we pitched well but our bats couldn't back up the pitchers," he added.

**Meteor Pit**

1956 Main St. Morro Bay

HOLY COW • CONTEST

NOW PLAYING

"PARK HOTEL"

LIVE ROCK MUSIC WED., FRI., SAT.

HAPPY HOUR
daily 4:30-6:00
PIZZA & BEER
POSSIBLE PRIZE POOL.

Buy Mustang Classifieds 546-4683

**San Luis Obispo's HELPFUL Camera Store**

CAMPUS CAMERAS
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Enjoy it Now! No Payments till June

Everybody likes some kind of music, and a good component system really increases the pleasure of your favorite recordings, tapes and radio broadcasts. Now we've come up with a way to help you start or improve a component system even if you're temporarily strapped for cash. On approved credit, we'll dispense with the usual down payment and delay your monthly payments for up to 10 days. If you come in right away, you can also take advantage of the very special prices on the equipment shown here, and there's lots more to choose from in our store. Our extended financing terms can be applied to any purchase over $120, so you can take home whatever will be best for your living room. Why wait for an income tax refund? Good sound is as close as your nearby Pacific Stereo store.

Beats A Lot of Enjoyment at the Same Price

The NEW BOA sound system has a matched stereo monitor with 4 speakers, a 100 watt stereo amplifier, and its AM/FM stereo tuners. The 2505T/2501T/2503T/2504T four-speaker monaural system is matched and includes the BOA 101T 100-watt mono amplifier, and its AM/FM stereo tuners. Each system has a 100 watt stereo speaker, 250,000 microfarad filter capacitor. Each speaker has a built-in subwoofer. The complete BOA matching of speakers will add a new dimension to your system. Our special price is $197 for 10 payments.

Here's a LOT of Enjoyment for Very Little

CARLSON's 440 has proved to be one of the best buys in the field. It is a flexible record player with turntable. It is a complete system with enough pickup power for both 45s and 78s. It is made to play records with both 45 and 78 rpm. It is designed to be used as a complete system with enough pickup power for both 45s and 78s. It is made to play records with both 45 and 78 rpm. It is designed to be used as a complete system with enough pickup power for both 45s and 78s. It is made to play records with both 45s and 78.

$348
For 10 Payments

A Big Reduction on the New STAS Chromatic Tuner

The STAS Chromatic Tuner is designed to be used in both studio and live sound, in addition to its use in competition. It is designed to be used as a complete system with enough pickup power for both 45s and 78s. It is made to play records with both 45 and 78 rpm. It is designed to be used as a complete system with enough pickup power for both 45s and 78s. It is made to play records with both 45s and 78.

$999
$395
$99
$99

Our Lowest Price Yet for TAYLOR Cartridge Box

The TAYLOR 45 is an excellent source, very widely used in homes and on radio and record players, and it is a highly accurate type of cartridge. It is made to play records with both 45s and 78s. It is designed to be used as a complete system with enough pickup power for both 45s and 78s. It is made to play records with both 45s and 78.

$429
$4.95 per month for 10 Payments

Our Extended Financing Terms for Any Purchase Over $25

For Approved Customer THERE IS NO DOWN PAYMENT AND NO INTEREST PAYMENTS FOR 24 MONTHS ONE YEAR

Smart Finishes are Available on All Components

We've Opened Weekdays 9 to 9, Sat. 10 to 6, Sun. 11 to 6

PACIFIC STEREO

* The Place To Buy A Music System

We're Open Weekdays 9 to 9, Sat. 10 to 6, Sun. 11 to 6

Cager win will cinch CCAA title

The Mustangs will have to truck away personal losses long enough to win at least one of two games this weekend. Poly faces UC Riverside Friday night and over to Cal Poly Pomona Saturday evening.

The battle with Riverside should be more than a basketball game. The Mustangs have to win to be considered for a regional tournament spot. The Mustangs would like to avoid the conference that Poly is number one by beating the pre season favorites.

Coach Wheeler would also like getting a win going into a high pressure, must game against Pomona.

Lately, winning has been as natural as breathing to the home floor. It has meant much more than good exhales to knock off Riverside. The Mustangs have only beaten them twice in history and never in Highlander territory.

Highlander Bobby Walters is建党 the CCAA scoring with a 12.8 points per game average. The right handed hurler has over 50 per of his shoes and grabbed a rebound or two, averaging over 1.2 rebounds per game.

If the Mustangs manage to rope Walters, Keith Baneetl will be there to take up the slack. Baneetl is the only player with a game with a good 7.0 rebound average.

The Highlanders have the top rebounders in the league is Walter and Grant. Kopa and the offense generates an 8 point average.

by ROBERT DUMOND

The smile on basketball coach Ernie Wheeler's face is so big that an extra wide door had to be put in his office so he could leave and enter.

Good is not the word to describe how things have been going for the Mustangs this week—fantastic is. Things are rosy for Wheeler and his hoagmen and with a break here or there, things may even get rosier. The news is as follows:

The Mustangs have the youngest team in the CCAA conference with only two senior players. It was supposed to be a building year for the cagers, a year of getting together and maybe playing 50 percent.

Wheeler and his staff built the team, polished it and fine tuned it with a nationally ranked defensive team and a regional contender. The Mustangs bounced back off a poor 1-5 season to win 12 out of 18 games using a giant killing some defense and great team play.

The biggest thing in the world is to do it on your own and down the floor. We have asked more from our players. We’ve asked them to play defense and that’s 80 to 90 percent desire. We’ve asked our people to be team oriented on offense. This team more than anything else I’ve ever associated with basketball, isn’t the word to describe the team.

The Mustangs were not only invited but were the first and only team so far to receive a spot for the regional play-offs. This fact alone is tribute to the fine basketball team Poly came and in the job coach Wheeler has done with the team.
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